
 

 
 

Thank you for your interest in the West Los Angeles Obedience Training Club classes. 
  
Our Nose Work classes will be held in the area off Motor Avenue near the Archery Range and our Agility 
Classes. This is located on the north side of the park.  

 
Our Intro to Nose Work Class -does not require prior nose work experience. Dogs will 
search for a primary, (food or toy, during this class, beginning with searching for food in 
boxes, but expanding to hides outside of boxes. For the human students, the class will 
work on observation skills (when and where does dog notice odor, how does the dog 
navigate to the hide and what changes of behavior does the dog exhibit) and leash 
handling. 

Class Fee = $150 for 6 classes 
 

Pre-registration is required.  The 6-week session will be held on consecutive Wednesdays. The 
session will be extended if classes are rained out or other delays occur.  
 
Our classes are conducted in groups of up to 6 dogs. Since Nose Work is conducted one dog at a 
time, we do not anticipate aggression issues with the participants. Tell the trainer if your dog has 
exhibited this type of behavior so they are aware of it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

We reserve the right to dismiss unsuitable dogs from our group classes. 
 
 

If you have specific questions regarding the class, please email us at obedience@wlaotc.com.  
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CLASS START DATE:  
 
Your class start date may change if we cancel a class in the current session due to rain or other 
unforeseen circumstances.  Please be sure to check back at our website at www.wlaotc.com  
approximately one week prior to your scheduled class start date to see if the start date for your 
class has changed. 

 
CLASS CANCELLATIONS:   
 
All of our classes are held outdoors.  In the event of rain in the last 24 – 48 hours, classes will be 
cancelled.  If there is extreme heat, there may be a cancellation. If weather is questionable, please 
call the WLAOTC club telephone at (310) 851-6350 to find out if your Nose Work Class is 
cancelled.  For morning classes, call after 7:00am.  The message will be changed ONLY if class 
is canceled.  Be sure to listen for Nose Work classes in the message, if not there, classes are “on” 
for that day!  If cancellations are due to weather, park or other issues, your class will be extended 
by one week. 
 
 

                                         MAKE-UP POLICY 
 

There are no make-ups or pro-rated fees for any Nose Work classes. There will be no refund 
of class fees once a class has begun. Classes canceled before the first week will have a check 
shredded or the PayPal payment returned in full. 

 
 
 

Payment Options 
 

Our preferred method of payment is through PayPal (a personal account) or using the credit or debit 
card option. This option is the same as if you were charging at a store. The link for PayPal can be 
found in the registration process or from the home page of our website. Problems? Contact your 
registrar for assistance. 

 
If you have chosen to pay by check, please write the check payable to WLAOTC. Mailing addresses 
for checks will be found in the confirmation email. The registrar email is the first email in the “to” 

listing. 
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Items You Need for Nose Work Class: 

• The trainer will discuss any special equipment needed for your dog at the first class. Come on leash, 
using a clip on type is preferred. It can be attached to a buckle type collar or a harness. Slips leads are 
not recommended as they can interfere with the dog's nose/scenting at the start line so this is fairly 
significant.   

• Lots of soft, moist training treats—and the smellier the better - that's from the dog's viewpoint. High 
reward treats to start the training. Cut into smaller pieces so they will go a long way. A bait bag that is 
easy to pull them from is also a good idea. 

• A water dish and water for your dog. 

• Plastic bags in case you need to clean up after your dog. 

• A crate for your dog. All dogs must be kept in the car or crated to participate in the class.  
General Instructions: 
 

1. Handlers will be required to crate their dogs during class at any time they are not working. Only one dog 
will work at a time.  

2. Dogs may not be tied to a stake or sitting outside the crate with their handler when not working.  
3. Dogs may be pottied away from the training area, but as much as possible no more than 2 dogs should 

be out of their crates at a time: one working in the training area and one pottying away from the search 
area, while preparing to be the next dog to work.  

4. If you have other dogs at home, do not bring them to class. If you must bring another dog for an earlier 
class, please bring a crate to keep the extra dog or leave it in your car if that is safe.  

5. Dogs in heat may attend class. Please inform the trainer and the class when your dog is in heat.  
6. Please wear some type of closed-toe, athletic shoe for comfort and traction.  
7. Please use the parking lot for the Archery Range and the Petanque Court.  
8. Bring your dog to and from class on leash. Dogs MUST be on leash coming to, during and when leaving 

this class. Dogs may not run or play free at the park.  
9. If weather is questionable, please call the WLAOTC club telephone at (310) 851-6350 to find out if your 

Nose Work Class is canceled. 
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